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[MCR] Lowdown & Dirty w/ A DOMINANT SPECIES.
Posted by stevemangled - 2010/07/07 00:57
_____________________________________
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Hey everyone, its time to tell you about our next event... 

We are very excited to have the incredible tear-out breakbeat sounds of A DOMINANT SPECIES hit the
decks of Manchesters finest breaks night. This event will well and truly earn our name of LOWDOWN &
DIRTY! 

A DOMINANT SPECIES consists of 3 members, all extremely talented in their own right, check this... 

SPECIAL A 
This dude has been around almost as long as digital dance music. In the early '90s he was a pioneer of
the MC scene, he was the first MC for Suburban Base Records he toured with Sonz Of A Loop Da Loop
Era who’s massive old school anthem "Far Out" took the dance floors and the u.k chart by storm! " 
Since 2003 he has released solo drum and bass material on DnB labels Frequency and Zinc's label -
Bingo Beats. This guy is a LEGEND! 

ANYA 
This foxy lady is inspired by Funk in the 70’s, Rock in the 80’s, Dance in the 90’s and D'n'B throughout. It
was a natural progression for Anya to step into the male dominated world of DJing. After years out there
on the dance floor herself, she knows what the crowd wants and knows how to deliver it!! Anya’s 4-year
residency at Sessions has seen a progression from a funky vocal style to that of a fatter breaks sound
that is both clever and eclectic. 

DOM ALMOND 
Dom is both a prolific live DJ and producer. He burst onto the breaks scene at the end of 2006 with a NU
Skool breaks style vocal tune "Shake It"; the track has since been featured on Global Underground and
Ministry of Sound compilation cd's. Dom has had a steady flow of material released and remixed for
various labels. His most recent releases can be found on Pure Filth (Hardcore Beats). 

Check out their awesome minimix here - http://soundcloud.com/a-dominant-species/a...ni-mix-may-2010 

Support on the evening comes from up'n'coming house and breaks DJ - MATT HOWSON and of course
the fantastic residents STEVE THORPE & RESISTANCE! 

Saturday 17th July @ Sound Control, Manchester 
£6 adv/nus. £8 otd. 
11pm - 4am 
For entry onto the £6 guestlist please email your names to - carryonclub@gmail.com 

If you like you beats fat and your bassline dirty then this is the night for you! 
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